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Geometric error measurements with traditional laser interferometers are generally
complex, especially for measuring squareness errors, which require a 90° pentagonal prism.
Developments in the aviation industry have made the machine tools larger and distances
farther. These characteristics make the optical alignment of the measurement setup difficult.
An autotracking laser interferometer (ATLI) can be used to assist engineers in shortening
the inspection of time machine tools by approximately 50%. However, owing to the tracking
function, the ATLI measuring result has minimal difference from the traditional laser
interferometer. This uniquely designed interferometer is proposed in this paper for the
geometric error measurement of machine tools or coordinate measuring machines (CMMs).
This procedure involves the measurement of one line of an axis, and the measurement results
provide information regarding the positioning and squareness errors. The experimental and
simulation results show that when the linear positioning and squareness errors are generated
simultaneously, the deviation first decreases then subsequently increases with the increase
in test length. Hence, when the positioning error results, using ATLI, are applied to the
compensation table of the controller in the machine tool, the engineer should check the result to
determine whether the squareness is included too much to lead a not good compensation result.

1.

Introduction

Machine tools and coordinate measuring machines (CMMs) with 3–5 axes have played
fundamental roles in industry development. As seen in Fig. 1, a total of 21 geometric errors
affect the volumetric accuracy of three-dimensional machine tools and CMMs.(1) These errors
include translation, rotation, and squareness errors. Calibrating and compensating for these
geometric errors are necessary to improve the positioning accuracy of machine tools. When
considering the mechanical accuracy of coordinate measuring devices, three primary sources
of quasi-static errors can be identified. Geometric errors are due to the limited accuracy of
*
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Fig. 1.

(Color online) 21 geometric error terms in three-axis motion.

individual machine components, such as guideways and measuring systems. The errors related
to the final stiffness of these components are mainly from the moving parts. Thermal errors are
the result of the expansion and bending of guideways owing to temperature gradients.
Geometric errors are caused by straightness errors of the guideways,(2) the imperfect
alignment of the axis, and flatness errors of the manufactured surfaces. In particular, the
squareness error of machine tools may arise owing to installation, shipping, or heavy cutting.
The squareness error between linear motions of two axes can be estimated using diagonal
displacement (ISO 230-6) tests. The linear positioning accuracy and the repeatability of the
x-, y-, and z-axes, and the xy, xz, yz, and xyz diagonal lines can be determined according to the
ISO 230-2 and 230-6 standards.(3,4) The aforementioned test is called the seven-line test in this
paper.
A laser interferometer and an autotracking laser interferometer (ATLI) can be used to
perform the seven-line test. However, the time consumed is approximately three times that of
using an ATLI when using a laser interferometer. The laser tracker(5,6) and LaserTRACER (LT)(7)
are both of the ATLI type. Lee et al.(8) have discussed the relationship between ISO 230-2/-6
test results and the positioning accuracy of machine tools using LT. In this paper, we will
further discuss the trend of the measurement result when only one ATLI is used for the
squareness measurement of machine tools or CMMs.

2.

Method

2.1

Test procedure

The first step in using one ATLI, following ISO 230-2 and 230-6, is fixing the ATLI onto
the machine tool carriage.(8) The next step is determining the ATLI’s location related to the
home/reference point of the machine tool. The measurement points for each test line are
computed when the ATLI’s location is determined. Numerical control (NC) codes are also
generated. Users import these NC codes into the machine tool controller. The seven-line test is
then performed. Subsequently, a test report can be generated after analyzing the test data.
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ATLI coordinate determination

The second step in the ISO 230-2 and 230-6 test procedures, as mentioned in Sect. 2.1, is
determining the ATLI’s coordinates on the machine tool, which can be calculated using a sixpoint measurement and the following formula:
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where the residual measurement errors are ζ = xt2+ yt2+ zt2 − L02 and the “+” symbol represents
the pseudo-inverse operator. The six stop points (p = 1, 2, ..., 6) of the cat’s eye reflector
are (xp, yp, zp). These points are independent and should be provided. (xt, yt, zt) are the LT
coordinates to be determined. L0 is the initial distance from the LT to the cat’s eye reflector,
which is unknown. ΔLi is the measured distance deviation from the LT.
2.3

ATLI measurement principle and the effect of positioning and angular error

The measurement principle behind the applied ATLIs uses only length information. The
motion of the a three-axis machine tool comprising 21 error terms results in the ideal and actual
distance differences of the ATLI’s coordinate determination. Figure 2 illustrates how the
influence of ISO 230-2/-6 tests on x-axis motion with squareness error is estimated.
In Fig. 2, the solid horizontal and vertical lines represent the x- and y-axes of the machine
tool, respectively. The dotted lines represent the variation in the straightness deviation of θx in
x-axis motion (i.e., its trajectories), which is recorded along the axis length. Δx, Δy, and Δz are
the shift distances between the actual and estimated location coordinates of the LT determined
from Eq. (1). The measurement points are (xi, yi, zi) at different times, i. The length measured

Fig. 2.

(Color online) Influence of ISO 230-2/-6 test results on squareness of machine tools using an ATLI.
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by the LT is Lt. As shown in Eqs. (2) and (3), ΔLi+1 and ΔL′i+1 indicate the ideal and actual
distance differences, respectively, at the durations of ti and ti+1.
∆Li +1,=i

(xi2+1 + yi2+1 + zi2+1) − (xi2 + yi2 + zi2)

(2)

∆Li′+1,=i

(x′i 2+1 + y′i 2+1 + z′i 2+1) − (x′i 2 + y′i 2 + z′i 2)

(3)

Here, we consider a gantry structure. The rigid-body kinematic model of the gantry structure is
shown in Fig. 3. This gantry is constructed from a moving table as the x-axis and a fixed gantry
that represents the y- and z-axes.
O0 is the home position of the machine, O1 is the position of the target, and Ot is the location
of the autotracking ranging system, which represents the center of the reference ball inside the
instrument. L0 + ΔL is the measured distance between the ranging instrument and the moving
target because, here, the incremental interferometer is considered.
Let [sx sy sz]T be the idea position and LV be the measuring line along the distance in the
V-axis; then, the simulated position [ŝx ŝy ŝz]T with errors can be described as
 sˆx 
 sˆ=

 y
 sˆz 

 s x + δ xx 
s + δ 
yx  .
 y
 s z + δ zx 

(4)

By considering a coordinate position shift [εx εy εz]T and scale errors gx of position errors, the
movement can be described as
 sˆx 
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 y
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Finally, the effects of positioning and angular error can be described as

Fig. 3.

(Color online) CMM appearance and each coordinate frame of the structure.

(5)
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δ xx 
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 cos β x 0 sin β x  cos γ x − sin γ x 0   s x   s x 
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 − sin β x 0 cos β x   0
0
1   0   0 

(6)

Here, γx is the squareness angle of the x–y axis and βx is the squareness angle of the x–z axis.

3.

Experimental Results

The experimental setup was based on a three-axis CMM (Leitz PMM-C) in the National
Measurement Laboratory in Taiwan, which is a gantry structure with an x-axis of 1400 mm,
a y-axis of 700 mm, and a z-axis of 600 mm. The simulation software was developed in
VB.NET. Considering Eqs. (2) and (3), we set the squareness error of the x–y axis to 0.1°, which
is a common scale for squareness in machine tools or CMM assembly lines. The simulated
and experimental results are plotted in Fig. 4. When the linear positioning and squareness
errors are simultaneously generated, the deviation first decreases and subsequently increases
with increasing test length. The plotted line shows an exponential curve because a squareness
error will lead to a misalignment error between the ATLI location and the measurement path.
Furthermore, we considered the deviation between the actual and estimated ATLI location
coordinates in Eqs. (2) and (3). Here, the x-axis positioning error was set to 0.03 mm/m and the
squareness of the x–y axis was set to 0.2°. As seen in Fig. 5, the resulting curve is U-shaped
owing to the squareness and positioning errors. We also observed an interesting phenomenon.
The curve of the measured result was in the range of −20 to −34 μm. However, the estimated
accuracy was only 13 μm. This significant offset was due to the deviation between the actual
and estimated ATLI location coordinates.

(a)
Fig. 4.

(b)

(Color) (a) Simulated and (b) measured results when squareness is considered.
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(a)
Fig. 5.

4.

(b)

(Color) (a) Simulated and (b) measured results when squareness and positioning errors are considered.

Conclusions

Compared with traditional interferometers, autotracking eases the optic alignment setup,
especially for the diagonal line measurements of a machine tool. In this study, we focused on
simulating the measurement results of an autotracking ranging system and provided comments
on trends in the deviation results. Experimental results indicated a significant difference
between positioning and squareness errors when only one axis was measured using an ATLI.
A squareness error will lead to a misalignment error between the ATLI location and the
measurement path. From the plotted trends in the simulated and measured results, we separate
and quantify linear and squareness errors, ensuring that the use of ATLIs to perform machine
tool health checks will increase ease and convenience.
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